
Past Perfect Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

In her enjoyment of this existence without care, I do not suppose it
occurred to her to examine if her ideals ___________________.
1.

(lower)had been lowered

This paragraph, therefore, should be understood as if it
_____________________ in the following terms.
2.

(express)had been expressed

Novgorod __________________ by his grandfather.3. (ruin)had been ruined

He was followed by all the cavalry, who supposed that this movement
____________________.
4.

(direct)had been directed

The grade of ensign ___________________ in the navy.5. (create)had been created

Here the silence _______________________ only by low whispers.6.
(interrupt)

had been interrupted

The wantonly bold venture ___________________.7. (baffle)had been baffled

And then she wondered if what was brought into her rooms
__________________ that she might drink it, and have her bath in it.
8.

(kill)had been killed

Now that the first step towards reconciliation _________________, the rest
would be comparatively-comparatively…
9.

(take)
had been taken

To confess was certain death, and she felt as if she ________________
for life; she had so many hopes for the future, and the grave seemed so
dreadful.

10.

(make)

had been made

The door of the cell was shut and locked as quietly as it
__________________; then followed the sound of footsteps crossing the
floor.

11.

(open)
had been opened

The machine ___________________ to scrap-iron.12. (reduce)had been reduced

He wondered whether she _____________________ by his helmet.13.
(impress)

had been impressed
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The movements of the Russians ____________________ with great
harmony.
14.

(execute)
had been executed

The engines ___________________ up; and I thought we could make a
quick thing of it.
15.

(clean)
had been cleaned

Now all the corn ____________________.16. (devour)had been devoured

It _____________________ from the field by the army post.17. (forward)had been forwarded

Since then the firm ___________________________, and of course
there was no cargo.
18.

(not/represent)
had not been represented

The instant he did so, he came to a halt so sudden that one might have
fancied he ________________.
19.

(shoot)had been shot

All the problems of mankind __________________.20. (solve)had been solved
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